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His Beloved 2017-09 it was just a silly reality show until he chose her
absurdly rich and gorgeous daniel wolfe is used to get what he wants and he
wants jade the powerful vampire male picks her from the crowd of screaming
females willing to do anything to please him he s convinced that she s the
one his beloved but he wasn t prepared for a feisty girl who loathes vampires
and doesn t want to be his for all eternity jade will sacrifice anything even
her freedom to protect her orphaned little brother but when she s forced to
join a reality show that may keep her away from him she has to survive hell
and temptation to get the money she needs to pay for her brother s treatment
in a world that reveres vampires and reality shows rule the entertainment
channels jade needs to endure daniel s seductive games for a week before she
can be released from her contract and go back to take care of her brother
however not everything is what it seems and despite her secret past and her
hate for vampires jade may be facing a worse danger than being bitten falling
in love
Beloved Vampire 2019-01-21 an oath of the flesh honored in blood till the day
they die mason has lived in the sahara desert for almost 300 years grieving
for a lost love and guarding her tomb when the tomb is breached his bloodlust
is stirred to raging by the thought of someone disturbing her sanctuary what
he finds is jessica a fugitive from his own world jessica was the forced
second mark servant of a cruel vampire master through an unexpected turn of
events she was able to kill him when he tried to give her the final mark
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which would have made her his full servant bound to him even in death because
the third marking was not complete it left her alive barely drawn by the
historic legend of the tomb not knowing how it intertwines with the vampire
world she is seeking to avoid jessica s only desire is to die there with her
hand on the sarcophagus of the woman who d had an unyielding faith in love
instead she finds her desire to live forcibly re awakened by the vampire who
refuses to let her give up she clings to her hatred but the more mason
struggles with her the more determined he is to help her believe in love
again the only catch is he might have to do the same but can he offer up his
heart to another extraordinary woman if he already gave it away centuries ago
The Beloved Does Not Bite 2017-07-06 in this new monograph author debra dudek
defines a new era of vampire texts in which vampires have moved from their
iconic dark feared often seductive figure lingering in alleys to the beloved
and morally sensitive vampire winning the affections of teen protagonists
throughout pop culture dudek takes a close look at three hugely popular
vampire series for young adults drawing parallels between the tv series buffy
the vampire slayer the twilight saga novels films and the vampire diaries tv
series book series by defining a new era of vampire texts and situating these
three series within this transition the beloved does not bite signals their
significance and lays the groundwork for future scholarship on the
flourishing genre of paranormal romances for young adults
Shattered 2018-10-14 for centuries beth and her sister marie dreamed of
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finding their soul mates but all their dreams are shattered when the person
who should love and take care of marie ends up to be the cruelest of the
monsters after being held captive for several years by the lunatic vampire
who had fun abusing and torturing her beth is rescued from the endless
nightmare she had been living only to find out that her soul mate is the
youngest brother of the vampire she hates the most in the whole world her
tormentor and marie s mate eric dreams of finding his soul mate for almost
two hundred years when his family tries to apprehend his older brother alaric
his wish comes true but with a price his mate is terrified of him and males
in general because of what his brother did to her eric needs to win her trust
and make her believe that he s nothing like alaric and he would never hurt
her beth believes that her soul is damaged beyond repair can eric fix her or
are they doomed to be alone forever
The Vampire Who Loved Me 2013-12-28 julian kane is back in town once as a
girl of seventeen beautiful headstrong portia cabot saved the life of the
dashing vampire julian kane who marked her forever then left to go in search
of his soul he returns five years later to find the enchanting young girl he
left behind grown into a bewitching woman with a woman s heart and a woman s
desires portia quickly discovers that julian s seductive and forbidden kiss
can still make her crave the night and his touch but a recent spate of
murders makes portia fear that the man she has always adored may truly be a
monster for years julian has fought the temptation to embrace his dark gifts
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never realizing that portia s love may give him the most dangerous gift of
all a reason to live book 2 in teresa medeiros s lords of midnight series
which includes after midnight and the vampire who loved me teresa medeiros is
one of my all time favorite authors sherrilyn kenyon new york times
bestselling author if jane austen had written dracula it would have been the
vampire who loved me medeiros is magic christina dodd new york times
bestselling author winning sexy and saucy an engaging romp for those who like
their regencies with a little bite publishers weekly masterful writing and
unforgettable characters a spellbinding tale that quite simply mesmerizes
romantic times the vampire who loved me proves once again why teresa medeiros
is one of the most beloved and popular authors writing today heart wrenching
and magically romantic sure to earn a place on your keeper shelf romance
reviews today english language edition regency romance vampire romance
paranormal romance humorous romance
Beloved Vampire 2009 fourth in the darkly rich twolips reviews escaping the
depraved servitude of a vampire master she killed jessica has found her way
with three nomadic guides to the sun baked desolation of the sahara only to
slowly perish then she hears the tale of farida an enigmatic beauty lost as
well to the sahara three centuries ago whose ancient desire for the legendary
vampire lord mason is stirring the same desires in jessica but the more
jessica s fatal curiosity reveals of farida the closer she gets to lord mason
s irresistible and forbidden secret
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Loved By The Vampires 2020-11-20 vampire hunters beware this human won t be
rolling over for anyone not anymore left stranded with darren while her
masters outrun the hunters piper has had enough of being a liability with a
great new job a new attitude and surprisingly wicked right hook piper isn t
going to just wait around anymore for the hunters to destroy her life if only
she could find them favors from old friends and deals with the devil lead
piper down a narrow and dangerous road one that could save everything she
holds dear or bring it all crashing down on all of them keywords paranormal
romance fantasy romance reverse harem romance boss employee romance workplace
romance vampire romance steamy romance vampires alpha heroes alpha vampires
damsel in distress mythology love story mystery horror
Got Fangs? 2005 the first book of a new paranormal series by the bestselling
author of the taming of the dru follows a girl stuck in the middle of hungary
with her mother who meets benedikt a vampire with a cool motorcycle original
Beloved 2020-03-05 the world bleeds as noble vampire families war amongst
themselves the valentine and bordeaux clans have fought for centuries over
the right to rule until an opportunity to merge the two sides is born sabine
bordeaux is destined to marry the valentine heir something she s known since
birth their union will end the bloodshed once and for all she knows her duty
and wants nothing to do with it she never expected three men shrouded in
mystery to answer her prayers whisked away to an island she s only heard
about in fairy tales at the mercy of the very gods she prayed to for a
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reprieve secrets come to light that leave sabine lost and confused she wanted
to escape her duty she just never knew how much she d bleed for it
Sanguine Scent (Real Men Romance™|Paranormal Vampire Romance) 2021-12-25
amaro casal cares about three things life love and women and not in that
order he s as wild as they come but when he crashes a garden party he
discovers the one woman who may be able to tame the wild within then she s
snatched from him and he has hell to pay what s the use of vampiric
immortality if he s forced to live alone forever all he has left is a thirst
for revenge but when his friend brings him to othercross he catches a glimpse
at a second chance alba pacetti uses her love of nature to create the most
beautiful gardens in the world her ability to tap into the magic of the earth
makes her a hot commodity for the warlock who wants to own her but her heart
belongs to someone else someone she lost a long time ago when amaro finds
himself within reach of the woman who was torn from his arms he ll stop at
nothing to make her his beloved
The Devil's Fool 2020-03-12 i was afraid of the dark until i became it as the
daughter of a magical family power bled through my veins the desire to
control manipulate it lived in my blood handed down from generations of
witches they expected me to be the same subtly rule over humans bending their
will to ours but i wanted to be free of my family s dark world their crimes
and murders i wanted to be more be different boaz a powerful vampire saved me
from my parent s suffocating grip he promised me the world seductive
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bewitching i craved him his power his strength but the devil s in the details
and even he was once an angel in this full length paranormal romance series
steele introduces readers to a dark and sexy world full of vampires and
witches if you like laurell k hamilton and anne rice you will love this
series scroll up and grab this paranormal romance today for free this novel
includes some of the beloved characters from the rouen chronicles and is
intended for adult readers this is the beginning of a five book series start
it now book 1 the devil s fool book 2 the devil s angel book 3 the devil s
soldier book 4 the devil prequel what devil s may come scroll up and grab
your copy thought provoking dark and remarkably suspenseful usa today
bestselling author rebecca hamilton this is one of those rare books that
captures me from the very first moment the first scene was all it took and i
was in love the story has some unique turns that ultimately set this story up
as an epic paranormal romance book enthusiast top 100 reviewer it is a must
read book you won t be disappointed customer reviewer keywords vampire
vampire novels vampire series paranormal romance witches forbidden love love
stories magic action dark romance dark fantasy true love free vampire novels
free paranormal romance free love stories free dark fantasy free dark romance
His Mate 2019-03-21 she didn t want an alpha but destiny had other plans at
first sight jenna may look like the typical cute blonde girl with amazing
curves and a manipulative smile yet what many don t know is that she s an
active member of the paranormal victims society and a deadly fighter who was
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trained in several martial arts she s also a hybrid with a fascination for
vampires and resentment for werewolves saving her best friend jade from the
kidnappers puts jenna face to face with her soulmate a werewolf alpha
panicking jenna does the only thing that comes to mind she tries to kill him
alexander believes he s protecting the daughter of a dear friend from
vampires in reality he stole the beloved of a powerful vampire who will stop
at nothing to get her back after being mateless for decades he wasn t
expecting to find his soulmate amidst a battle or that she would despise what
he was trapped in an underwater research facility the sexy alpha has a few
days to convince his elusive mate that they are meant to be and that he s the
last person she should fear content warning explicit love scenes naughty
language and an extremely sexy werewolf alpha intended for mature audiences
Beloved: A Steamy Vampire Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance 2021-09-11
vampires meet hunter in this fast burn reverse harem paranormal romance
series for fans of emma dawn jaymin eve and eva chase i am their love their
life inamorata but that doesn t mean the rest of the vampire race will accept
me as one of their own they d rather see me bleed this prophecy is becoming a
real pain in the ass my mother was murdered because of it my hive of four
gorgeous vampires has cheated death more than once trying to protect me as
for me i m just doing the best i can to survive while juggling a sadistic
cult who wants me dead which just happens to be led by my lover s ex wife an
old book proclaiming that i m the key to killing all vampires where they
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stand and four immortal mates bound to me with a connection so strong it s
more like an addiction but with time running out and powerful vampires
getting closer to succeeding in their deadly mission to kill us all our
powers may not be sufficient we may need another specialist but that means i
have to invite him into our hive and possess him as i have the others one
thing s for sure when you want a job done right sometimes it takes a hunter
like i t lucas you ll love born of darkness the born of darkness series is
high heat reverse harem paranormal romance with a badass female hunter witch
hybrid her five fated alpha vampire mates and come hither mfmmmm scenes why
choose
His to Protect (The Vampire’s Past 1) 2018-07-23 no matter how much you try
to leave your past behind it doesn t always leave you sean after being hired
for my dream job i move back to the small minded town where i grew up for the
job and to finish my degree i m surrounded by my past by old classmates old
neighbourhoods and old prejudices against gay people but on my first day back
my eyes fall on something new around here a goth guy sitting at the front of
the class and i can t keep my eyes off him even though i don t know him i
feel like i need to protect him no matter what jules i can t stay in the same
place for too long people start to notice that you don t age that you don t
get older and add to that that the chance of vampire hunters finding you gets
bigger the longer you stay i know that i m running out of time in this town i
need to move on i just need to finish my degree and then i can leave and
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start over somewhere else but when my housemate blood donor turns on me and
forces me to leave i suddenly find myself asking for help from the new guy in
our class leaving doesn t look as appealing anymore this is the first short
novel about vampire jules and human sean in the vampire s past series it
takes place in a world of all sorts of creatures vampires werewolves mages
and of course humans but there are also hunters trying to rid the world of
the un humans dive into this new series by rosa swann
Bitten & Smitten 2010-07-15 blind dates can be bad but sarah dearly s date is
a true contender for worst ever his neck nibbling didn t just leave a bruise
it turns her into a vampire and the newest target for a pack of zealot
vampire hunters with her date now their latest victim sarah runs for her
immortal life straight into thierry de bennicoeur a master vampire who is
just a wee bit suicidal thierry can t resist a damsel in distress and agrees
to teach sarah how to live the vampire life if she ll help him end his own
but as it turns out sarah may be his best reason for living
The Vampire's Pixie (Real Men Romance™|Paranormal Vampire Fae Romance)
2021-12-25 even among fairies she s the black sheep nyx shae lynn plays by
her own rules ones her diplomat father and militant mother don t understand
since a birth defect means she can t fly she s had to make her own way in the
world rather than becoming a fighter like her mother and brothers the one way
she can satisfy her family is to find a consort from fairy high society but
when she meets caspian all bets are off he s a vampire from clan nicolaides
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who isn t part of the fairy world nyx s mom thinks she can do better
meanwhile nyx knows she s met the vampire meant for her she may not be a
fighter but she ll do whatever it takes to prove that caspian is her mate
Because Your Vampire Said So 2008-05-06 the third deligtfully undead novel in
new york times bestselling author michele bardsley s broken heart series not
just anyone can visit broken heart oklahoma especially since all the single
moms like me patsy donahue have been turned into vampires i m forever forty
but looking younger than my years thanks to my new un lifestyle and even
thought most of my customers have skipped town i still manage to keep my hair
salon up and running because of the lycanthropes prowling around they know
how important good grooming is especially a certain rogue shape shifter who
is as sexy as he is deadly now if only i could put a leash on my wild teenage
son he s up to his neck in danger the stress would kill me if i wasn t
already dead but my maternal instincts are sill alive and kicking so no one
better mess with my flesh and blood
Darkness Returns 2019-04-16 new york times bestsellingauthoralexandra ivy
returns to her bestselling and beloved guardians of eternity series more
powerful than ever the guardians of eternity are facing their greatest
challenge yet a war within their ranks their future is in the hands of one
rebel vampire who must choose between loyalty and love blessed with an even
more compelling allure than most vampires chiron has made a fortune in the
human world creating an empire of resorts and casinos since the betrayal and
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imprisonment of his master he has existed outside the order of the guardians
trusting no one but now the new vampire king has given him a peace offering a
scroll that could free his master following the relic s magic leads him to a
demon hotel deep in the everglades a lush paradise owned by a mysterious and
mesmerizing woman as far as lilah knows she s lived her entire life within
the confines of her enchanted estate memories of her own past are elusive and
cloaked in shadows even chiron can t figure out exactly what she is and if
her intoxicating beauty is his destiny or an illusion drawing him ever closer
to his demise or perhaps to an even more tormenting choice between his master
and his mate
The Coldest Touch 2022-09-20 vampires going to high school but make it queer
sterling delivers a fresh thoughtful take on beloved paranormal tropes with a
delightfully bloody romance mara fitzgerald author of beyond the ruby veil
from the author of these witches don t burn comes another paranormal romance
for fans of richelle mead and stephenie meyer elise beaumont is cursed with
every touch she experiences exactly how her loved ones will die and after her
brother s death a death she predicted but was unable to prevent elise is
desperate to get rid of her terrible gift no matter the cost claire
montgomery also has a unique relationship with death mostly because she s
already dead technically anyway claire is a vampire and she s been assigned
by the veil to help elise master her rare death oracle powers at first elise
is reluctant to work with a vampire but when she predicts a teacher s
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imminent murder she s determined to stop the violent death even if it means
sacrificing her own future to secure claire s help the trouble is claire and
elise aren t the only paranormals in town a killer is stalking the streets
and claire can t seem to shake the pull she feels toward elise a romance that
could upend the veil s mission but as elise and claire grow closer elise
begins to wonder can she really trust someone tasked with securing her
loyalty someone who could so easily kill her someone who might hold the key
to unraveling her brother s mysterious death
Loved (Book #2 in the Vampire Journals) 2011 caitlin and caleb embark
together on their quest to find the one object that can stop the imminent
vampire and human war the lost sword their search for caitlin s father brings
shocking news but they are not the only ones searching for the legendary
sword
The Vampire Awoken 2022-04-26 does he pose a threat to the king or the female
he can t walk away from ancient vampire ari moretti lived in his brothers the
king shadow and lost his identity now the moretti royal family know he s
alive and they re working covertly together to destroy a common enemy but
aris is ready to own his powerful birthright for that he needs his mate when
he meets sexy brunette sage he s stunned at his possessive reaction and
wonders if after fifteen hundred years she could be the one until he finds
out who she is and what she does sage a laboratory assistant doesn t trust
her sister or men after she stole her college boyfriend she d rather focus on
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her promotion and read sexy novels an opportunity to spend a delicious
naughty evening with two adonis looking men at the same time gulp appears
sage soon realizes she s fallen into a dangerous world that shouldn t exist
one she s unwittingly entwined and will need to decide what s more important
to get out of has ari finally met his mate after all these centuries only to
find out she s his enemy or will sage let her heart rule her need for
scientific answers the vampire awoken is the next installment in the moretti
blood brothers series of paranormal vampire romances part paranormal romance
part action adventure it will appeal to anyone who loves fated mates and
military romance with supernatural abilities and a happy ever after for the
couple get it now what readers are saying about the moretti blood brothers
series wow absolutely amazing read i m loving the moretti brothers but craig
was great love his protective personality and brianna was fab the nice part
about each read is all the characters are involved in each story which come
together great story and plot lots of love scenes some fab banter loads of
angst and some dark moments but an amazing love story highly recommend to
supernatural fans tina t once again juliette n banks blew me away with her
writing i loved the characters and all the emotions that juliette could make
me feel the dynamics between craig and brianna is explosive this book is not
only steamy but heart wrenching it will suck you in and keep you captivated
you will not be disappointed in this book tammy what to say about the newest
moretti brother book oh my very hot and steamy story with a great story line
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the twists and turns in this book you will never see coming another great
story by juliette i could not put this book down until i was done and it has
left me desperately wanting more wcamaddox keywords vampire steamy vampire
series paranormal fiction series strong heroine vampire romance novel vampire
mates fated mates instalove romance novel sexy vampire book sexy paranormal
romance book steamy paranormal romance novel steamy shifter mates friends to
lover paranormal romance series vampire brothers fated mate series complete
mature heroine romance alpha hero reads military paranormal romance instant
love pnr romcom paranormal suspense royalty romance paranormal royalty love
at first sight alpha hero vampire alpha romance vampire bite mates ebook
rejected mates spy romance adventure romance action romance series paranormal
military military heroes spicy romance vampire king vampire prince enemies to
lovers forbidden lovers billionaire romance five star paranormal romance hot
reads mistaken mate possessive heroes dominant heroes page turner romance
sexy uniform italian romance danger secret lover ancient vampires romantic
love story passionate romance sexy villains kidnap if you love these authors
you ll enjoy this series jr ward sarah j maas sherrilyn kenyon karen marie
moning jennifer l armentrout kresley cole nalini singh christine feehan gina
showalter lora leigh patricia briggs rebecca zanetti abigail owen laurell k
hamilton i t lucas jeaniene frost lynsay sands lori foster kat martin kf
breene nora roberts britt andrews donna grant susanne valenti caroline
peckham amelia hutchins ilona andrews tate james kathryn moon angel lawson
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ashley n rostek siobhan davis kit rocha crystal ash eva ashwood sarah piper
raven kennedy j d robb kait ballenger shelly laurenston kerri maniscalco anna
hackett terry bolryder julie ann walker alexandra ivy brittney sahin jennifer
estep susan fanetti lara adrian brenda k davies leia stone kristen ashley
leann castellanos dianne duvall kathleen ryder candace sams tina moss ruby
dixon ella maven and teresa gabelman
The Vampire Who Loved 2009-11-13 as this novel opens anne is awakened from a
horrifying nightmare she wonders if the dream is a predictor of events to
come all the while her enemies some old and some new are intent to have their
own way vampires who set in motion seemingly irreversible measures to do away
with her paul has become the x factor his predictability is uncertain she
calls upon vincent blackfoot now her closest friend and ally to help figure
out a plan as the story rushes to a surprising climax a sudden twist appears
will she survive this is book 3 of the vampire series go to viannabooks4u com
The Good, the Bad, and the Vampire 2016-01-05 book 4 of the dead in the city
series beloved author sara humphreys acclaimed paranormal romance series
continues with sweltering attraction between two vampires who have all the
time in the world to satisfy their desires he wants eternity dakota shelton
is a vampire cowboy with a penchant for cinnamon lollipops and johnny cash
though highly skilled and deadly dangerous to his enemies he s still a texas
good ol boy at heart and he has that heart set on wooing trixie laroux the
most badass punk rock chick in town the old fashioned way over her undead
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body trixie is tough as nails and sharp as a silver stake the last thing she
wants is a man to sit on a porch and not grow old with so it ll take going to
hell and back fighting a new threat to vampires before she admits dakota s
courtship makes her blood hum turns out chivalry s not dead after all dead in
the city series tall dark and vampire book 1 vampire trouble book 2 vampires
never cry wolf book 3 the good the bad and the vampire book 4 praise for
vampires never cry wolf humphreys has outdone herself with this fun tale of
opposites attracting the sizzle is so strong that readers will practically
feel the sparks coming off the page all fans of paranormal romance need to
read this book rt book reviews 41 2 stars ms humphreys s hypnotic writing
ignites the readers mind body and soul night owl reviews everything i want in
a paranormal romance full of fun werewolf and vampire sexiness fresh fiction
The Vampire's Bride 2017-05-15 he is layel king of the vampires a master
seducer no woman can deny but since a rogue horde of dragons killed his
beloved over two centuries ago layel has existed only for vengeance until he
meets delilah wary of love the beautiful amazon wants nothing to do with the
tormented vampire yet there s no denying their consuming desire every time he
nears her neither trusts the other nor can they survive alone for in an
impossible game of the gods devising they ve been trapped on an island about
to face the ultimate challenge surrender to the passion that will bind them
forever or be doomed to an eternity apart
One Night with the Prince 2014-09-09 the rules were simple 15 girls were
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chosen from royal bloodlines to be with the prince they are given one night
each with him and in the end he shall choose a bride and make her queen so
how did someone from montana usa get involved in something that was supposed
to be for those chosen anna sure doesn t know but she knew that she had to
stay away from the prince as much as she could with her mischievous ways and
un royal manners she was sure that the prince wouldn t pick her but what if
the prince was as determined to be with her as she was determined to stay
away from him experience one night with the king meets princess diaries told
with humor in this romantic comedy for all ages and find out what happens
when a person goes from nada to royalty
I'm Dreaming of an Undead Christmas 2014-11-17 experience the vampire world
for the holidays through the eyes of gigi scanlon in this e novella prequel
to the dangers of dating a rebound vampire from beloved paranormal romance
author molly harper college co ed gigi is headed home to half moon hollow for
her first christmas since her sister iris was turned into a vampire by her
beloved undead husband cal iris is working overtime to make this holiday as
normal and special as possible after all it s taken her months of working
with jane jameson and the hollow s vampires to convince herself that she won
t bite her baby sister on sight gigi has her own worries she s falling out of
love with her high school sweetheart ben and has no idea how to tell him she
s got a secret job interview with terrifying teen council official ophelia
lambert and there s a handsome but cagey vampire following her around town
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and then disappearing before gigi can confirm that he s not in fact a figment
of her fertile imagination holidays with family are complicated christmas
with an undead family can be downright dangerous
Vampire Reunion - Real Men Romance™ (Vampire Witch Paranormal Romance)
2020-01-30 it was supposed to be a one night stand not eternity when witch
sara hart hooks up with a master vampire at a co worker s wedding she fully
expects to never hear from him again after all she s just a poor receptionist
with mediocre powers certainly not an appropriate match for someone of his
status and he clearly thinks so too since he never even tries to track her
down that stings but not as much as when she learns he s actively seeking a
new mate and she isn t even in the running after losing his beloved his one
true mate centuries ago orrin nicolaides knows he ll never find another but
he s tired of being alone the problem is that even as he searches for a
suitable vampire mate he can t stop thinking about the sexy little witch he
drunkenly snacked on the night of his son s wedding to the point he can no
longer feed from anyone else he needs to forget her but will he be able move
on before he wastes away
Vampire's Mate 2018-11-06 enter a realm where love is tested fangs are bared
and destiny weaves its wicked web marcus is haunted by the loss of his
beloved in a brutal demonic war resigned to a life of servitude and awaiting
the curse that will claim his soul he is shattered and closed off from the
possibility of finding love again but when divine intervention grants him a
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second chance the vampire finds himself torn between his immortal existence
and an unexpected human connection his heart yearns for her but he can t
reveal his true nature without shattering their fragile bond cassandra
betrayed and left at the altar has vowed to forsake love her wounded heart
seeks solace and a fresh start until a seductive stranger invades her dreams
blurring the lines between fantasy and reality little does she know that her
encounter with this dark man will thrust her into a hidden world where
immortal beings and ancient prophecies collide as marcus and cassie s paths
intertwine a malevolent force looms threatening to claim marcus s very soul
caught in a perilous struggle cassie discovers the depths of her own courage
and the extraordinary power of love to protect marcus she must make a fateful
choice to forsake her mortality and embrace the immortal life that awaits her
but the consequences of her decision could be more dire than she ever
imagined the gods have blessed him with a second chance at happiness but she
doesn t know vampires exist a dark vampire romance series read the whole
series also available as audiobooks book 1 vampire s mate book 2 dragon s
fate book 3 vampire s kiss book 4 demon s destiny book 5 hades book 6 vampire
s desire book 7 vampire s queen book 8 vampire s promise keywords fantasy
romance fantasy hot burn romance paranormal romance pnr steamy romance
complete series mythology gods demons hades hot alpha hero first in series
vampire romance dragon shifters alpha paranormal steamy vampire romance
vampire romance books for adults dark vampire romance second chance romance
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this book formerly published as eternal flame revised 2nd edition
Cursed Mate 2022-01-10 family is everything so when my sister ran away to be
with her new boyfriend i chased after her a strange crimson eyed man attacked
me within minutes of my arrival only to bring me my destiny alex an arrogant
handsome flirt saved me no matter how hard we try to fight our connection we
re drawn to each other while he reluctantly agrees to help me i discover a
terrifying new world filled with creatures that shouldn t be real shifters
vampires angels witches and so much more i m surrounded by supernaturals with
even a silver wolf and her mate sheltering me every minute i m in shadow
terrace becomes increasingly more dangerous but i ll risk everything to save
my sister even if it means turning my back on the man who could possibly
complete my soul scroll up and one click cursed mate today
Time Without End 2015-10-05 with engrossing historical characters the 1 new
york times bestselling author tells of a vampire who loses his beloved
century after century publishers weekly the beautiful seductive and
irresistible vampire valerian seems to have it all known as the master of
illusion he dazzles international audiences as a magician in modern day las
vegas in spite of his fame and success valerian is at his core a tormented
man he surrendered his soul in the dark days of the fourteenth century after
losing his true love brenna but once every hundred years his beloved regains
her human form whether that form be a lusty barmaid a singer in seventeenth
century london a courageous pioneer in the old west or even daisy a tough las
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vegas cop each reunion is agonizingly temporary as she is cruelly swept away
each time by a creature that has hunted them through time but as a new
century dawns valerian vows that the next time he sees brenna he will never
lose her again he will make her immortal at any cost time without end is part
of the black rose chronicles quartet by 1 new york times and usa today
bestselling linda lael miller author of over one hundred historical and
contemporary romances
A Vampire for His Own 2019-07-19 basques grouper takes his job as the head
enforcer for the maven coven very seriously when his coven s master krispin
learns that the nearby gargoyle clutch has a new chieftain basques is sent
with his coven s second in command and another enforcer to meet with him the
meeting is going well until a small blue gargoyle enters to serve
refreshments and basques scents his blood when he asks to taste the male his
over eager approach sends the gargoyle running basques learns the small
gargoyle is dloben and under the prior chieftain s rule he d been abused
working to change his approach basques must put his faith in the mate pull
and the advice of strangers can basques convince his shy beloved that he s
not like the dominant paranormals he s dealt with in the past
Vampire's Secret 2023-04-06 victoria wanted a new life clean of nightmares
and bad life decisions seemed easy right she didn t know old buried memories
would surface and haunt me it s painful to live with the demons lurking out
to get me but i have to endure for the sake of my knights they count on me i
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can t disappoint them too many lives depend on my sanity and will to survive
including the life of my unborn child one last trial to face and win so we
can be free from the sovereign queen s jealousy and grudge but we discover
this is the most brutal and twisted challenge we ve ever faced she wants us
dead the vampire courts can be ruthless but my unique condition raises
interest among the powerful clans and royals from other countries with new
allies and a secret weapon i ll face my former sister s challenge with a
smile but if anything happens to us the ones who survive will bring hell upon
her and her tyrannical rule margaret has no idea whom she s messing with let
the game begin
Sex, Lies and Vampires (Dark Ones Book Three) 2008-12-11 amongst the dark
ones there is one they call the betrayer one who is doomed to hand his own
kind over to a demon lord for eternity but now a small boy s been kidnapped
and it s up to nell harris a charmer no literally that s her job to rescue
him problem is she can t help but find the betrayer a teeny tiny bit
attractive is it possible he is not as soul less as he seems or has her
penchant for bad boys just gone into overdrive
Much Ado About Vampires 2019-05-27 bitter at first bite corazon ferreira is
one heck of a jaded woman not only did her husband dump her for a pretty
vivacious blonde but her sister has lost her mind and married a vampire worse
it turns out that cora herself was a vampire s mate in a past life the very
same vampire she witnessed killing someone if only cora hadn t inadvertently
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been caught up in the ill laid plans of a reanimated corpse and its master
she could deal with the distractingly gorgeous vampire but it s only alec who
stands between her and those who threaten her existence and there s only so
much temptation a woman can bear before she starts taking her heart as
seriously as her head
Shadow of the Vampire 2012-11-15 vampire princess alexia feodorovna has been
undead for 125 years so it s been a while since any man has made her pulse
race until declan black one look at his bronzed body and a fire like no other
consumes her then she discovers that he s a dragon lord come to take revenge
on the vamps who killed his parents and claim a crystal said to imbue its
owner with incredible powers alexia is ordered to torture and kill the dragon
lord yet with each reckless encounter she finds herself consumed by his fiery
passion a passion declan battles as well will he be able to resist the fire
of lust she kindles within him and keep revenge in his heart or will he risk
everything to quench the burning desire and claim the vampire as his own
Hunger 2014-05-10 new york times and usa today best selling paranormal
romance author felicity heaton presents hunger vampires realm romance series
book 8 betrayed by one of her own and turned into a vampire hunter eve is
consumed by her hunger for vengeance and has spent five years surviving hell
driven to take the life of the man she once loved but just as she is about to
close in on the hunter turned vampire an event is set in motion that
threatens to see him slip beyond her grasp forever the leader of her
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bloodline has sent an escort to bring her to the family s mansion to a nest
of the very creatures she once hunted and loathes a vampire assassin hardened
by centuries of service tor is a man of discipline and loyalty never straying
from his mission or the rules set out for him and has purged all his
weaknesses including his emotions but the moment he meets the broken fiery
female he is to escort to oslo something dangerous awakens in him something
possessive and powerful and when he is pulled into a deadly game of cat and
mouse with the man who betrayed her tor discovers he will do anything to
protect the woman slowly claiming his heart and give her the vengeance she
desires even break all the rules can eve embrace her new vampire nature in
order to have her revenge and find a reason to live again in tor can tor and
eve stop the man who betrayed her and the deaths of thousands of innocents or
will he succeed in creating a new army of hybrid vampires who will rise up
against the purebloods hunger is the eighth novel in the vampires realm
romance series this paranormal romance features an assassin vampire hero who
is as cold as ice a hunter turned vampire heroine who wants nothing to do
with her bloodline a rising threat that wants them both dead a cast of
vampires plus lots of action and adventure and steamy scenes all vampires
realm books have no cliffhangers a guaranteed happily ever after and some
strong language enjoy books in the vampires realm romance series book 1
prophecy child of light book 2 prophecy caelestis and aurorea book 3 prophecy
dark moon rising book 3 1 spellbound book 3 5 reunion book 4 seventh circle
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book 5 winter s kiss book 6 hunter s moon book 7 masquerade book 8 hunger
keywords paranormal paranormal romance paranormal romance books for adults
vampire vampires vampire romance vampire romance books vampire romance series
immortals immortal romance fantasy romance alpha hero strong heroine action
long series adventure no cliffhangers guaranteed hea happily ever after
Vampire's Promise 1901 in the aftermath of a malevolent demigod s reign of
terror gwen finds herself bereft of purpose while peace may satisfy ordinary
mortals gwen a seasoned guardian craves the adrenaline of battle and the
taste of blood with her fellow guardians all paired up she is left adrift and
solitary in this unfamiliar world her only solace lies in her role as a
bouncer at roxie s bar however everything changes when her visions reveal
something she believed impossible kian a young man grappling with his true
identity is uncertain of his lineage his mother the goddess of destruction
has woven a web of lies throughout his life whispers about his enigmatic
father have haunted him compelling him to unearth the truth when he steps
into a different realm he unearths a labyrinth of deceit but before he can
unravel the mystery of his origins he is unjustly imprisoned by khedeus the
demigod solely for the crime of being born driven together by a vengeful
deity gwen senses an unbreakable bond the moment she sets eyes on kian
however the demigod approaches her with wariness plagued by a deep seated
distrust in his eyes she is merely another falsehood yet fate has destined
them for each other while the world teeters on the edge of peril once again
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this battle is not solely gwen s to fight to save her beloved mate she must
be willing to make the ultimate sacrifice vampire s promise is a stand alone
that can be read apart from the rest of the series this story includes one
tough as nails vampire heroine and a swoon worthy demigod steamy scenes all
your favorite characters from the series and more read the whole series also
available as audiobooks book 1 vampire s mate book 2 dragon s fate book 3
vampire s kiss book 4 demon s destiny book 5 hades book 6 vampire s desire
book 7 vampire s queen book 8 vampire s promise keywords fantasy romance
fantasy hot burn romance paranormal romance pnr steamy romance complete
series mythology gods demons hades hot alpha hero first in series vampire
romance dragon shifters alpha paranormal steamy vampire romance vampire
romance books for adults dark vampire romance second chance romance
Surrender to the Vampire 2021-08-23 destrawn has been second of the
aerasceatle clutch for a little over a year under chieftain kinsey s rule
fate has begun smiling on them and some of their people have found their
mates while destrawn is happy for them he doesn t think fate will bring him
his own any time soon he doesn t consider himself good mate material he s too
dominant controlling and some would even say overbearing when destrawn heads
to the nearby maven vampire coven to hear news that could be too dangerous if
voiced over the phone he discovers he s wrong the vampire giving the report
regarding the paranormal hunters descending on their area a seasoned and
savvy tracker named sorbin is his mate ready or not destrawn knows he has to
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accept him after all he only gets one and if he doesn t accept sorbin the
vampire s ability to feed will be compromised which would lead to his death
can destrawn learn to surrender to his mate s needs while remaining strong
enough to keep everyone safe
The Vampire Who Loved Me 2011-08-02 vampires werewolves witches live love and
kill in the secret city of the dead vampire caine valorian and his otherworld
crime unit crack all the unusual cases before any humans take notice when a
young woman is found ritualistically murdered in the otherworlder city of
necropolis it s his team of professionals with paranormal gifts who must stop
the nameless evil stalking the streets as the team sinks deeper into the
workings of the case caine s attraction to the alluring human investigator
eve is causing his blood to boil and he battles urges he hasn t dealt with in
decades with war brewing between species the all consuming passion between a
human and a vampire won t be the only thing to spill on the city s mean
streets if you like hot sexy vampires enemies to lovers and action packed
plots then the vampire who loved me is the perfect book to take a bite out of
if you like csi you ll love this smart sexy suspenseful trip through
necropolis where the villains are vamps werewolves witches and so are the
good guys rebecca york nyt bestselling author previously published as blood
secrets by vivi anna and harlequin nocturne previously titled blood doesn t
lie on other platforms
Night Walker he gave up his soul for a second chance to love her two and a
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half centuries ago calisto terana lost everything when a zealous priest
murdered the woman he loved now desperate for another chance to love her he
wants redemption for the mistake that cost her life she s haunted by dreams
of her own death after catching her fiance with another woman kate bradley
returns to san diego to clear her head the last thing she needs is romance
but after meeting calisto she s drawn to him in ways she doesn t understand
they ve waited in the shadows for centuries calisto has no doubt kate is the
reincarnation of his lost love but the fraternidad del fuego santo has a new
watcher with dark ambitions of his own as old enemies reemerge and a new
threat arises the betrayal that enslaved calisto to the night might destroy
the only woman he s everloved again san diego book award winner best
published fantasy scifi horror romance through the ages winner best
paranormal best first book book seller s best double finalist for best
paranormal romance best first bookauthor s note while all the books are
standalone with no cliffhangers you ll likely enjoy reading the night series
in order the night series book 1 night walker calisto kate book 2 night demon
lukas gretchen book 3 night novellas night thief night angel book 4 night
child issa muriah
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